POSSIBLE TAPES FOR VIDEO LAUGH-IN

30 min  A Wegman "Selected Works", from Castelli
50     Paik's "Homage to John Cage", avail. from Intermix.
14     Willie Walker's piece in television set, avail from ?
15     Kipper Kids - avail from ?
15     Tom Johnson's "Drawers", available from Davidson Gigliotti
30     "Frankie Farkle the Fist", from Media Bus
 3     Charlemange Palestine's short piece from Jean Dupuy's
       "Artists' Propaganda" (the first), from JD
30     Terry Fox's "Children's Tapes" avail. from both Anma
       Canepa and from Elect. Arts. Intermix.
15?    Gilbert & George's tape in which they sit by a window
       and get drunk, avail from ?
15     William Creston, "imitation of Herb Lahr doing a fund
       appeal for cerebral palsy as the cowardly lion. Avail from artist.

Les Levine - a tape to be selected.
TAPES PROPOSED FOR VIDEO: LAUGHING

William Wegman, SELECTED WORKS, RELL 7 & ANTHOLOGY, 27 min.  
Avail. from Castelli Sonnabend, on cassette  
1/2 hr

Nam June Paik, HOMAGE TO JOHN CAGE, 28 minute cut.  
Avail. from Paik, 110 Mercer 226-5007, on cassette  
1/2 hr

Willie Walker, LIFE WITH VIDEO, approx 15 min.  
Avail. from Electronics Arts Intermedia, b&w on cassette  
1/4 hr

The Kipper Kids, Selected Works, 10-odd minutes  
Roselee Knows where to get, b & w  
1/4 hr

William Creston, BERT LAHR, approx 15 minutes, b&w on 1/2-in tape  
Avail. from Creston 727 Sixth Avenue, 924-4893,  
1/4 hr

TOM Johnson, DRAWERS, 13 min. on cassette, color  
Avail from Gigliotti, 537 Broadway,  
1/4 hr

Terry Fox, THE CHILDREN's TAPES, 28-min version, B&W 1/2-inch  
Avail on cassette from Elect. Arts Intermedia.  
1/2 hr

Gilbert & George, tape of the two artists drinking in white  
street-level room. Roselee knows where to get. (15 min?)  
Nigel Greenwood in London.  
1/4 hr

Media Bus, Inc., FRANKIE FARKLE THE FIST, 28, min on cassette  
in color, Avail from Bart Friedman & Nancy Cain,  
914-246-22 7150  
1/2 hr

Mitchell Kriegman?

Jane Bretschneider?